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Fast ForWord Reading Level 5 continues to expand reading skills with a focus on accuracy and fluency in 
phonemic analysis, decoding, and spelling; expanding vocabulary skills; and improving critical thinking 
and abstract reasoning. Additional comprehension strategies are developed, including constructing and 
organizing paragraphs for story building. Individual progress is evaluated and reported in MySciLEARN 
Results. 

WOOD WORKS

Object The student helps the wood worker build the dam by sorting the written or pronounced 
words into the appropriate phonemic or spelling-based categories.

Tasks 1. The student clicks the yellow paw on the barge to see a word displayed on a piece 
of wood. Each of the four category bins on the right displays a phonetic symbol. One 
of these symbols represents a sound in the word. The student must identify and then 
click the category bin with the correct phonetic symbol to sort the word into the proper 
phonemic category.

2. Later, the exercise presents a new task. The student must listen carefully as a word 
with a target spelling pattern is pronounced. Now, each of the category bins displays a 
spelling pattern. One of these spelling patterns is found in the target word. The student 
must identify and click the category bin with the correct spelling pattern to sort the 
word. The word is briefly displayed to reinforce the spelling pattern, and then it is sorted 
into the proper category.

Keyboard 
Shortcuts

Start button – space bar
Category bins, top to bottom – number keys 1, 2, 3, 4

Time remainingStudent name

Paw (start button)

Points counter

Percent complete markers 
(stars)

Speakers
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GATOR JAM

Object The student helps the hippo serenade his sweetheart by completing, and then 
categorizing, the various types of analogies presented in the exercise.

Tasks Complete an Analogy - The student clicks an analogy type. After an analogy type is 
selected, the exercise moves outside. The student clicks the yellow paw on the hippo’s 
T-shirt to see an incomplete analogy presented on the screen. The student must click the 
correct response to complete the analogy. 

Categorize an Analogy - The student must click the analogy type that correctly 
categorizes the analogical relationship in the statement above.

Keyboard 
Shortcuts

Start button – space bar
Category bins, top to bottom, left to right – number keys 1, 2, 3, 4

Time remainingStudent name

Paw (start button)

Points counter

Percent complete markers 
Help button (not showing)
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LANA’S LANES

Object Lana has an important bowling tournament and needs help. The student helps her stay 
focused by correctly answering questions about the paragraphs and completing the 
diagrams, charts and summaries presented.

Tasks The student clicks the yellow paw on the bowling ball to start working on the exercise. 
A page of text from a fiction or nonfiction passage is displayed on the screen. When the 
student finishes reading the page, the student  clicks the Done Reading button. The 
exercise then presents a comprehension question about the page that was just read. 

Choose a Diagram: The concept of the diagram is introduced as the exercise displays four 
circle diagrams. Four possible answers appear on the screen. The student must select 
the diagram that correctly illustrates the statement by clicking the box with the correct 
answer.

Fill in a Graphic Organizer: The exercise organizes key information from the passage 
into a graphic organizer. The student must fill in the graphic organizer by selecting the 
correct missing information.

Choose a Summary: The student must interpret the summary and select the correct 
answers to the questions.

Build a Summary: The student must build a summary of the passage by selecting each 
sentence of the summary, in the correct order. 

Keyboard 
Shortcuts

Start button, Done reading – space bar
Responses left to right, top to bottom – number keys 1, 2, 3, 4

Time remainingStudent name

Points counter Percent complete markers 
(bowling pins)
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QUACK SPLASH

Object The student helps the diving duck build paragraphs by identifying missing words, 
phrases, and sentences, and by sequencing sentences into paragraphs. 

Tasks 1. The student clicks the yellow paw on the beach ball to start. Quack Splash presents 
either a paragraph completion task or sentence ordering task. The student must select 
the word, phrase, or sentence that best completes the paragraph. 

2. For the sentence ordering task, the exercise displays sentences from a paragraph in 
a scrambled order. The student builds the paragraph until all of the sentences in the 
paragraph are properly ordered.

3. When all of the paragraphs in a page have been ordered or completed correctly, the 
exercise displays the paragraphs in a scrambled order. The student builds the page, until 
all of the paragraphs on the page are properly ordered.

4. When all of the paragraphs in a chapter have been ordered correctly, each page in the 
chapter is displayed on the screen. When the student finishes reading the entire chapter, 
Quack Splash then asks questions about the chapter. 

Keyboard 
Shortcuts

Start button, Done reading – space bar
Responses left to right, top to bottom – number keys 1, 2, 3, 4

Time remainingStudent name

Paw (start button)

Points counter
Percent complete markers 
(stars)

TOAD LOADER

Object The student helps the toad load his packages by recognizing and constructing sentences 
that correctly describe pictures.

Tasks The student clicks the yellow paw on the crate to start working on the exercise. A picture 
appears behind the toad, depicting a scene. Four sentence fragments appear as packing 
labels on the right side of the screen. Based on grammar and semantics, one of these 
sentence fragments can be used to build a sentence that correctly describes the scene 
in the picture. Using these rules, the student must click the sentence fragment that 
should come first in the sentence. The toad grabs and pastes that label onto the box he 
is packing.

Keyboard 
Shortcuts

Start button – space bar
Responses top to bottom – number keys 1, 2, 3, 4

Time remainingStudent name

Paw (start button)

Points counter

Percent complete markers 
(flies)


